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Abstract

The purpose of this project is to create a three

axis motion controlled system to emulate a

crane or claw machine. To do this, we took

three linear actuators, mounted them together,

and created a single unified mechanism. This

mechanism is controlled through a PLC using

push button and switch inputs. The system is

intended to be used as a demonstrate tool for

high school students to increase their interest in

engineering. In addition, it is to be used in

Automation classes for implementing motion

control applications.

Introduction

Engineering is advancing rapidly, and the uses

for PLCs are increasing. To show this, and to

show off some of their more complex and

interesting capabilities, we made a

demonstration model for high school students.

Since they are the next generation of potential

engineers, we wanted to offer them an

opportunity to see what PLCs can do earlier

than college, so they can have a better

understanding when they get to college and to

help spark their imaginations and creativity.

Methods and Materials

With the use of two stepper motor driven lead

screws, an electric piston actuator and an

electro magnet, we created and tested a unified

mechanism that can emulate a claw machine.

The mechanism is mounted to a frame made

from t-slotted railing (top left) and is encased in

acrylic sheeting for protection (top right). The

electrical components (bottom), such as the

necessary drivers and PLC, will also be

encased in an acrylic box for protection.

Discussion

After multiple tests, we were able to get the

model to work as expected and have been able

to organize the model and electrical

components to be easily and efficiently

disassembled, transported, and reassembled.

Conclusions

We have been able to make a working model,

have designed all of the remaining

components, and have organized all of the

parts for transportation, but at a great cost of

over $6,000. That being said, we recommend

that anyone attempting to reproduce this

mechanism on a smaller budget should seek

more cost effective parts that have the same

mechanics.
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